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People in suspense want to know the answer.  The longer it 

goes on,  the greater the desire, or, if something goes on too 

long, maybe people will begin to lose interest.   

Any Line of Duty fans? Many millions watched the Line of Duty 

season finale, and  if you did, you wanted to know who 'H' was.  

When this was being discussed,  I heard a phrase I had not 

heard before; 'linear' TV. A program you watch at the time of 

screening,  and is not recorded to watch later.  People actually 

wanted to see this episode, as it went out, so as not to have the 

ending spoilt,  if they heard it later,  but had not yet got round 

to watching it,  and,  to be able to discuss it at work etc the next 

day. I have to say I was slightly disappointed by the conclusion. I 

wanted to know the answer, and not hear that they had already 

lined up a new series, meaning I was going to have to wait.  

People in suspense want to know the answer. 

Excuse me, how long are we going to have to wait. Tell us the 

truth, are you the Messiah? No doubt rumours abounded about 

who this man was.  People had heard the stories from Galilee, 

that outback in the north of the country,  about miracles and 

healings. Here was the man who spoke with authority; where 

did that come from,  and he spoke using images, riddles,  

parables.  This was the man who challenged the religious 

authorities and who cast out the money lenders from the 

temple itself. Is he the one? Is our waiting finally over? 

Remember, they had been waiting hundreds of years. For some 

expectation was rising. Cast out the Roman aggressor and here 

in Jerusalem,  usher in the Kingdom of God. Come on, tell us, are 

you the Messiah? Maybe over time, others has given up.  Their 

dream faded through the pain of exile and occupation.  

It is winter in Jerusalem and the festival of the Dedication of the 

Temple is being celebrated.  A little bit of the background 

history to us. Today, this festival  is known as Hanukkah or the 

festival of Lights.  It was instituted in the year 165 B.C. by Judas 

Maccabeus, his brothers, and the elders of the congregation of 

Israel,  in commemoration of the re-consecration of the Temple, 

after it had been desecrated during the persecution under 

Antiochus Epiphanes in 168 BC.  Solomon's porch was located 

on the eastern side, part of the outer court of Herod's temple,  

to distinguish it from Solomon's original temple, and it seemed 

to be a special place for Jesus. It was here that he was often 

seen, speaking and teaching the people or just,  walking.  Are 

you going to tell us? 

I wonder how often he was asked that question. Are you the 

Messiah? Did he get fed up with it? The parallel I am thinking of 

is  of celebrities always being asked for their autographs. For 

Jesus, the mark of Messiah was like  his divine autograph.  

People wanted his signature. They wanted to know who he was.  

It is now we reconnect with one of the great images of John's 

gospel. His writing is not arbitrary. His gospel was carefully 
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constructed, crafted around the great ' I am' sayings of Jesus.  

So like a TV series, at the beginning of each episode, you get, 

previously... it is a brief catch up.  So, previously,  in chapter 10,  

Jesus says, ' I am the good shepherd',  and now in response to 

this question, he says something like this;  I have told you 

already.  You have chosen to ignore all the things I have done in 

my Father's name. You haven't been listening. You have not 

believed me, because,  you are not one of my sheep. That 

connection is deliberate. and Jesus goes on to give us a synopsis 

about the 'Good shepherd'.  

One of the problems about this image,  is,  we don't know much 

about sheep. We are not part of an agricultural society. We 

don't dirty our hands in fields and we don't breed livestock to 

make a living. If we want food, we visit the shops. We are not 

farmers. We are consumers. That was not the case for 1st 

century Palestine. They would have grasped exactly what Jesus 

was saying. As the shepherd led, the sheep responded to his 

voice. As he called, they followed. He could identify his sheep by 

name and they knew his voice. I would go as far as to say, if we 

are really honest, we don't actually like the idea of being sheep.  

We need to do,  is focus on the special relationship between 

shepherd and his sheep. This is seen in the way the sheep follow 

the voice. I am led to believe that in New testament times, the 

sheep were not driven from behind.  The shepherd went ahead 

of his flock. It reminds me of a phrase that goes something like 

this, 'If no one is following, you are not leading.'  Now, if you 

push any image too far, it falls apart, but at the core of this 

image,  is choice.  The offer of new life is made,  and it is up to 

us whether we choose to follow.  

If the shepherd was expected to lead his sheep beside still 

waters, he was also expected to protect them. In an agricultural 

society, they were a valuable asset. They were part of the 

collective asset of the community. So God's promise here is one 

of protection. In response to the question, Jesus says,  we are 

valuable.  If given  by God, more valuable than anything else. I 

wonder if we really believe that? 

I suppose it all goes back to who we think Jesus is. So if we 

encountered Jesus walking in the Temple, I wonder what 

question would we ask him? Would it be about his identity? Or 

his purpose? What about the future? Or his expectation of us?  

The questioner is unknown, but lets us be grateful for their 

question, for it taps into a vital part,  of understanding who 

Jesus is,  and our relationship with God, through him. Excuse 

me, how long are we going to have to wait. Tell us the truth, are 

you the Messiah? Amen.  

 


